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In the first weeks of 2014, a debate arose among American policymakers and political observers as to whether the
United States should sell Apache attack helicopters to Iraq.[1] Prime Minister Nour al-Maliki’s government insisted
that it needed the aircraft to combat al Qaeda, whose offensives in Fallujah and in Anbar province more generally
were gaining serious momentum.[2] The Obama administration publicly stated that it would like to fulfill Maliki’s
request and several officials expressed the opinion that not to do so would be reckless and inconsistent with US
interests in combatting extremism in Iraq. Some American legislators pushed back against such a sale, however,
arguing that it would be irresponsible to arm the Maliki government given ongoing sectarian tensions in the country.

At stake for the United States in this debate are several competing interests. First, al Qaeda affiliates’ spread in the
Middle East and North Africa have become a major concern for the US; al Qaeda’s gains in Iraq, in particular, have
been galling. Helping the Iraqi government take a stand against these forces would be entirely consistent with
Americans’ desire to eviscerate the extremist organization and its offshoots. Yet, the sale of Apache helicopters
would do little to help in the immediate conflict. It takes years to deliver and field aircraft once an arms deal has been
made.[3] Apaches could well be useful in the future – they are very effective in counterinsurgency operations as well
as in more conventional efforts[4] – but a sale today or this year could not give the Maliki government the immediate
advantage against al Qaeda that his envoys and some Americans are claiming it would represent.[5]

Second, the US would like Iraq to successfully weather the transition from dictatorship to democracy. A stable Iraq
with effective power sharing among Sunnis, Shias, and Kurds would set an example for the rest of the region. It could
help offset rising Iranian regional hegemony, curb and even roll back the spread of extremism, and provide a bulwark
against Syria’s meltdown. It would allow for a freer flow of oil out of Iraq and an improvement in the conditions in the
country as the economy finally got back on its feet. Today, though, such a positive outcome appears unlikely.
Sectarian violence is on the rise, Syria’s conflict is spilling over the borders, Iranian sway in the country appears to be
increasing, and Maliki’s strong-arm tactics to repress Sunni dissent have been described by many as contributing to,
rather than reducing, increased extremism.[6] Under these conditions, a US sale of Apaches to Iraq could have either
positive or negative effects, depending on how it was conducted. Ideally, such a sale could be used as an
inducement: before an Apache deal were inked, the US could demand assurances from Maliki that he would improve
domestic power sharing and limit Iran’s influence in the country. Alternatively, however, if not undertaken carefully, a
US decision to provide Maliki with Apaches could be perceived as a strong sign of US approval for the Iraqi prime
minister and his domestic actions and even, regionally, as American prioritization of Shias over Sunnis. If a sale were
understood in this way, it could not only antagonize US allies like Saudi Arabia, but rather promote increased
recruitment into al Qaeda in Iraq, achieving precisely the opposite aim of the counterterrorism justifications being
made for such a sale.

Third, the US likes to sell arms. Doing so fortifies the US defense industry both absolutely and relative to competitors,
strengthens US influence relative to other countries, creates economies of scale for the production of American
weapons, and includes the diplomatic, economic, and strategic benefits of providing long-term US training and
maintenance alongside the purchase of defense articles. Selling Apaches to the Iraqis, however, is unnecessary for
achieving this goal. The US has already sold Iraq over $14 billion worth of weapons since 2005.[7] America remains
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Iraq’s main supplier of advanced weapons, ensuring the US greater relative influence via arms sales than other
countries and protecting US defense industry predominance. And the US is still selling arms to Iraq; in 2013, it sold
Maliki’s government Hellfire missiles and surveillance drones. Since 2011, it also has sold Iraq 36 F-16s, though they
have yet to be delivered.[8]

Of course, it is worth noting that this profusion of arms sales to Iraq undermines the Americans’ ability to use an
Apache deal as an inducement. Moreover, Maliki’s government has already successfully bought attack helicopters
from Russia and expects the delivery of yet more in 2014.[9] That Maliki nonetheless continues to request the
Apaches speaks to their prestige value, but under these conditions it is unlikely that the US holds much of a trump
card. At best, the Americans could mitigate any potential negative fallout from such a sale by being cautious in their
presentation of it, making rhetorical and practical assurances to Iraqi and regional Sunnis such a sale does not
represent in any way an American preference for the Shia community.

In the end, a US sale of Apache helicopters to the Maliki regime would at best have no substantive effect on Maliki’s
short-term ability to combat al Qaeda in Iraq and at worst, if undertaken without adequate care, would immediately
antagonize Iraqi and regional Sunnis and contribute to increased extremism. Such a sale would offer the US little
power in terms of an inducement in light of Iraq’s ability to buy attack helicopters elsewhere and given the multitude
of other American arms sales into the country. On the upside, American manufacturer Boeing would definitely benefit
from an Apache deal with Iraq, with concomitant benefits in terms of US jobs and retention of the American
competitive edge. Ultimately, it is likely that the debate, which already appears to be shifting in favor of the arms sale,
will be decided on this final basis. Fortunately, the Obama administration and relevant members of Congress appear
to be sensitive to the political harms such a decision could cause and they are likely to take steps to assuage
concerns, even while approving the sale.
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